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i started to think about how i could get in there and really learn what it was like to live in these places. the
next day, i woke up early, drove over to my cracky friends houses and waited for them to get out of bed. i
watched my friends as they woke up and made their way to school. then i went to work. when i got off
work, i made plans to meet them at the crack house. i did not want to be late. the more time i spent with
them, the more i learned about them. i learned the stories behind the drugs. i learned that crack was not
just something they did in the night, but something they did all day, every day, and in many cases, all their
lives. i learned that they were not just teenagers living in poverty, they were young adults, old men, and
women, whose lives were not only ruined, but whose lives had been ruined before they could even live. i
felt like i was one of them, they were like me. i was the outcast in my small town, the kid who did not fit in.
i was the odd one out and i liked it. i liked being one of the first to jump on the new wave of things. i liked
feeling like i belonged, just because i was the last person standing at the party. i liked being on the fringe.
but every time i felt that way, i felt like a loser. the more i went to crack houses, the more i felt like i was
one of the people. the more people i went to meet, the more i felt like i was one of them, because every
day, they did the same thing i did, they lived this life of crack and poverty. i just wanted to know more. it
started out as an april fools joke, a saturday morning cartoon spoof, an elaborate practical joke that had no
real consequences. but within a few months of watching the same thing happen over and over again, i
knew i wanted to do something about it. i wanted to go to a crack house, be with the people, see what it
was like. it was a way to understand my cracky friends better.
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cam is fantastic, a compelling star in every scene. cuba gooding jr is so good. in his early work, cuba never
fails to disappoint. im always really underwhelmed. to be fair, cuba doesnt even really do anything very

well. he has this intensity about him that its like he gets energy from the set, and he brings his aggression
to whatever role it is. he has an uncanny ability to make the mundane feel invigorating. thats not to say he

hasnt ever done a good movie or anything. the movie isnt particularly gripping or emotional, but it
captures the tawdry, nocturnal, quasi-satirical facade of harlem in the mid-90s. we witness how a mercurial

clown of a rapper, and his band of entourage, takes over harlem crack distribution. it has a lot of pathos,
nostalgia, and reflection, but, frankly, thats what were aiming for. we wanted to see. you can see his

talent, i can see his talent, and you can see his charisma, if youre willing. so, this isnt where cam is as a
person, its his method, and his method was to make it clear to everyone watching, and, possibly, him as
well, that he was one of us, and, that his heart was in it too. this is what we do. we continue to fight this
fight, and its through laughing too, that he lets everyone know he isnt laughing, at least, not about hard
drugs. most importantly, its this very fact that lets you and i know that, sometimes, its best not to ask

about his personal life. paid in full is an extremely short film, but its enough to give you a peek into camron
career, and what hes all about. he definitely has a lot of talent, but, until he has a direction, hes all over
the place. he simply isnt very good at one thing, and thats tragic, because there are very few actors who
are consistently bad, and consistently good. but cam has an inordinately creative and high energy, non-
stop, insane way of putting things together, and its fun to see that he can do just that. they gave us a

glimpse, and thats really all we wanted. i hope its the first of many. 5ec8ef588b
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